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	Welcome to jQuery UI Themes: Beginner's Guide. This introductory text will get you started
	with developing your own themes for jQuery UI applications. Starting with the general
	concepts of user interface themes, this book walks the reader through everything from
	the most basic ideas in jQuery UI to more advanced topics such as icons and themes for
	custom widgets.


	Web applications today generally use at least some JavaScript to enhance the look and feel of the user interface. The jQuery UI toolkit gives web developers a set of widgets as well as a framework for developing and applying themes.


	jQuery UI Themes: Beginner's Guide is for web developers who want to design professional-looking applications that are resilient to change. It is a step-by-step guide that goes beyond showing how to switch themes in a user interface built with jQuery UI and offers developers a practical guide to designing their own themes and gives them insight as to how themes work.


	JQuery UI Themes Beginner's Guide starts with themes in general and why they're important in web applications today. We gradually move forward, covering jQuery UI basics, eventually aiming for a full understanding of the theme framework. The ThemeRoller application is a powerful tool - allowing developers to easily adjust theme settings. In addition to seeing how the ThemeRoller works, we take a more in-depth look at the CSS framework internals allowing readers to develop the ability to adjust themes in ways the ThemeRoller cannot. This includes everything from special effects to theming custom widgets. There is no limit to what your theme can change.


	Once you've read this book, you'll no only be well-versed in theming jargon, you'll also be able to take one look at any jQuery UI application and understand why and how it looks the way it does.


	This book gives you the opportunity to create jQuery UI themes, learning by example.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Understand what themes are and why they matter
	
		Learn How The jQuery UI tookit works - what widgets are, and how they relate to themes
	
		Understand the details of the ThemeRoller application: how to effectively use this tool to design themes in a timely manor
	
		Develop an understanding of the top-level CSS constructs. Apply styles to broad portions of the user interface
	
		Change the look and feel of widgets based on user interaction and application events
	
		Use cues to inform the user, and effectively apply styles to these messages
	
		Use the jQuery UI icon sets as well as designing your own
	
		Use special effects to enhance the visual appearance of widgets
	
		Customize the look and feel of widgets



	Approach


	This book is a step-by-step tutorial aimed at beginners to JQuery UI Themes. There is ready-for-use sample code explained with essential screenshots for better and quicker understanding.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is for web application developers and CSS designers who want a better understanding of how to build themes for the jQuery UI toolkit. The reader should have a basic working knowledge of JavaScript and why it is used in web applications. Experience with jQuery UI and a general working knowledge of CSS will speed things along but aren't a requirement. Readers can use this book as a starting point to familiarize themselves with the jQuery UI widget details.
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Game Developer's Market Guide (Game Development)Premier Press, 2003
This book is for everyone involved in game development and for those who
want to break into the industry.
Calling someone a “game developer” covers a lot of territory. A developer might be
an artist making 3D models; a producer handling external development; a level
designer or composer; a programmer or writer. The...
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Enterprise Android: Programming Android Database Applications for the EnterpriseWrox Press, 2013

	The definitive guide to building data-driven Android applications for enterprise systems


	Android devices represent a rapidly growing share of the mobile device market. With the release of Android 4, they are moving beyond consumer applications into corporate/enterprise use. Developers who want to start building data-driven...
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Numerical Python: A Practical Techniques Approach for IndustryApress, 2015

	Numerical Python by Robert Johansson shows you how to leverage the numerical and mathematical modules in Python and its Standard Library as well as popular open source numerical Python packages like NumPy, FiPy, matplotlib and more to numerically compute solutions and mathematically model...
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Effective Statistical Learning Methods for Actuaries II: Tree-Based Methods and Extensions (Springer Actuarial)Springer, 2020

	
		This book summarizes the state of the art in tree-based methods for insurance: regression trees, random forests and boosting methods. It also exhibits the tools which make it possible to assess the predictive performance of tree-based models. Actuaries need these advanced analytical tools to turn the massive data sets now at their...
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Nutrition and Kidney Disease: A New Era (Contributions to Nephrology, Vol. 155)Karger, 2007

	It is well-known that the daily diet plays an important role in the preservation and integrity of renal function in patients with chronic kidney disease. However, there currently exists some confusion as to the right diet because of the MDRD (Modification of Diet in Renal Disease) study, which has shown that a low-protein diet does not have a...
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Coach Yourself: Make Real Changes in Your Life (2nd Edition)Pearson Education, 2002

	Life coaching empowers people to make lasting, positive, inspirational change in their working life and life outside work. As such, coaching is a proven highly successful management technique. Many people seek coaches from within their organisation or visit a professional life coach. But many more still feel uncomfortable asking another...
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